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Demonstration of Temperature 
Dependent Energy Migration 
in Dual-Mode YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ 
Nanocrystals for Low Temperature 
Thermometry
Manoj Kumar Mahata1, Tristan Koppe1, Kaushal Kumar2, Hans Hofsäss1 & Ulrich Vetter1

A dual mode rare-earth based vanadate material (YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+), prepared through ethylene 
glycol assisted hydrothermal method, demonstrating both downconversion and upconversion, along 
with systematic investigation of the luminescence spectroscopy within 12–300 K is presented herein. 
The energy transfer processes have been explored via steady-state and time-resolved spectroscopic 
measurements and explained in terms of rate equation description and temporal evolution below room 
temperature. The maximum time for energy migration from host to rare earth (Ho3+) increases (0.157 μs 
to 0.514 μs) with the material’s temperature decreasing from 300 K to 12 K. The mechanism responsible 
for variation of the transients’ character is discussed through thermalization and non-radiative 
transitions in the system. More significantly, the temperature of the nanocrystals was determined using 
not only the thermally equilibrated radiative intra-4f transitions of Ho3+ but also the decay time and 
rise time of vanadate and Ho3+ energy levels. Our studies show that the material is highly suitable for 
temperature sensing below room temperature. The maximum relative sensor sensitivity using the rise 
time of Ho3+ energy level (5F4/5S2) is 1.35% K−1, which is the highest among the known sensitivities for 
luminescence based thermal probes.

The rare earth (RE) doped nanomaterials have attracted a great deal of attention owing to their narrow 
emission lines, large Stokes shift and longer lifetime, especially the frequency conversion ability, including 
down-conversion (DC) and upconversion (UC)1–3. These materials feature a broad range of potential applica-
tions e.g. display devices, optoelectronics, optical sensing, laser cooling, luminescence solar cell concentrators, 
bio-imaging and security applications4–8. The optical transitions in lanthanide doped nanomaterials involve the 4f 
orbitals, which are shielded by the 5 s and 5 p outer orbitals and thus give unique optical properties. However due 
to the low absorption cross-section, direct excitation of the RE ions’ 4f level results in low luminescence efficiency. 
The efficiency can be enhanced through sensitization processes, most commonly either through energy transfer 
or through charge transfer band9,10. Both processes are highly sensitive to the host matrix and therefore inspire 
researchers in developing suitable hosts for next generation optical sensing and display devices.

The energy transfer process from the vanadate group (VO4
3−) to the RE ion has fundamental as well as tech-

nological significance11. The VO4
3− in YVO4 can be excited by near UV sources with efficient energy transfer 

to the RE ions. Other similar groups, except VO4
3−, which have similar structural and chemical properties like 

PO4
3− do not show efficient energy transfer to the rare earth ions. Bourdeaux et al.12 theoretically showed that 

the energy transfer efficiency of the VO4
3− group is high, because the lowest electronic excited level (7A1) of 

VO4
3− is metastable and has a charge distribution that extends far into the crystal. Any excitation above this level 

relaxes to the 7A1 level which is metastable and thereby allowing energy transfer by exchange processes. For low 
concentrations of REs, the VO4

3− →  RE energy transfer is more or less independent on the Yttrium ion, though 
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host luminescence of YVO4 depends on this ion. The energy transfer from the VO4
3− group depends on the 

particular RE ion substituted for Yttrium13–15. Additionally, it is well known that YVO4 has low optical phonon 
energy (880 cm−1) and this feature introduces the possibility for frequency upconversion, which is defined as a 
non-linear optical process, converting low energy photons into high energy photons. Usually, in upconversion 
process near infrared (NIR) light is converted into ultra-violet (UV) or visible light. The ability of converting UV 
to visible (DC) as well as NIR to visible (UC) by the same material makes it a promising one for novel applica-
tions, including efficiency enhancement of solar cells, upconversion lasers, bio-imaging, fluorescence labeling, 
etc9. Therefore yttrium vanadate has been chosen as a host material for rare earth doping in this study.

Herein, the aim was to explore the host to rare earth energy transfer through time-resolved spectroscopy at 
different temperatures in this dual mode material which exhibits DC and UC emissions. Also, the question which 
we have tried to answer is how fast the energy migrates to Ho3+ ions from the vanadate groups of the host. We 
have chosen the Ho3+/Yb3+ conjugate for this study as they produce strong green UC emission in some other host 
materials and give green DC emission as well16,17. The Yb3+ ions were co-doped to sensitize the Ho3+ ions upon 
NIR excitation due to large absorption cross-section of Yb3+ ions at 980 nm. The nanoparticles were prepared 
under hydrothermal treatment using ethylene glycol as a chelating agent to prevent the growth of the particles 
during synthesis process. The investigation performed in the current framework shows the importance of this 
material not only as a dual mode luminescent material but also as an excellent candidate for optical thermometry. 
Accurate temperature sensing in a non-invasive way is one of the most interesting and demanding applications 
because of its superiority over conventional contact based thermometers18–20. In general, the temperature sens-
ing of rare earth doped materials is determined by two commonly used methods i. e. decay time method and 
fluorescence intensity ratio (FIR) technique. Since the past decade, temperature sensing has been studied using 
luminescent micro-crystalline compounds at the tip of scanning thermal probes, at the tips of optical fibers or on 
silica-on-silicon waveguides21–23 which seem to be unsuitable because microcrystals at the tip entail a drawback 
in that the material may act as a thermal insulator. Apart from this, due to light scattering by rough surfaces of 
larger particles, the resolution of temperature sensing is also reduced. In this paper, the temperature sensing 
performance has been determined through fluorescence intensity ratio, decay time and rise time methods. The 
FIR method is widely followed and studied in many previous works24–28. But less work is available in literature 
since the first promising report was published on temperature sensing considering the rise time and to the best of 
our knowledge, there are only three reports till today29–31. All these reports are based on europium ions in Y2O3, 
SrY2O4, and BaY2ZnO5 hosts. Lojpur et al.29 and Ranson et al.30 have shown the variation of the rise time of tran-
sients, which exhibit temperature sensing behavior through temperature dependence of the rise time. Rise time 
of the 5D0 level of Eu3+ in Y2O3 host was investigated by Ranson et al. through monitoring the 611 nm emission 
with the assumption that Eu3+ exists at two lattice sites in the Y2O3 host. They concluded that the increase in rise 
time is due to energy transfer into the 5D0 level of Eu3+ at C2 sites from the 5D1 level of Eu3+ at C2 and C3i sites. 
The YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ has shown very high sensitivity at low temperature using the FIR technique and decreases 
fast as the temperature of the material increases. On the other hand, the rise time method shows high sensitivity 
above 150 K with a maximum of 1.35% K−1 at room temperature (RT). The decay time of the host emitting level 
(vanadate) has also been exploited in temperature sensing purpose and gives the maximum sensitivity of 1.22% 
K−1 at room temperature. The variation in intensity of rare earth emission as well as host emission reflects that 
the sensitization of rare earth by the host is a temperature dependent process. Therefore, in this work we have 
investigated YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ nanocrystals in order to understand the energy migration through time-resolved 
spectroscopy and explore the feasibility of temperature sensing within the temperature range 12 K to 300 K.

Results and Discussion
Crystal structure and particle size. Figure 1a shows the XRD pattern of the synthesized YVO4: Ho3+/
Yb3+ nanoparticles. It was observed that the diffraction peaks of the sample coincide with standard data on YVO4 
(JCPDS No. 76-1649, Fig. 1b) and no extra peak for impurity is seen, which indicates that the dopants Ho3+ and 
Yb3+ enter uniformly into the lattice of YVO4. The crystalline structure is tetragonal zircon type with space group 
D4h. In addition, the relatively intense reflection peaks suggest that the nanoparticles are highly crystalline in 
nature. The YVO4 crystallizes with zircon type structure, when V5+ ion in the [VO4]3− groups are coordinated 
tetrahedrally with O2− ions and the Y3+ ions are located within dodecahedra of eight O2− ions. The overall struc-
ture of YVO4 is composed of alternating edge sharing of YO8 and VO4 tetrahedra. Consequently, the substitution 
of Y3+ ions with Ho3+ and Yb3+ will result in emissions that are characteristic for D2d point symmetry. The field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the 
as-synthesized sample are shown in the Fig. 1c,d respectively. The TEM image was measured on a Cu-grid coated 
with particles dispersed in ethanol. Both the FESEM and TEM images are consistent and particles have similar 
dimension. The average particles size was determined to be ~40 nm.

Steady-state photoluminescence properties: down-conversion and up-conversion. The 
down-conversion emission spectrum of YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ is shown in Fig. 2a. Upon UV (266 nm) excitation, the 
sample exhibits strong green (541, 551 nm) with weak red (650 nm), blue (476 nm) and NIR (755 nm) emission 
bands associated with 5F4/5S2 →  5I8; 5F5 →  5I8; 5F3 →  5I8 and 5F4/5S2 →  5I7 transitions respectively, of Ho3+ ions at 
the D2d site of YVO4 (Fig. 2c). The 266 nm excitation falls in the broad absorption band of the host lattice and 
hence Ho3+ emission occurs due to energy transfer from host to RE. The emission from the VO4

3− group was also 
observed in 400–550 nm region which reveals that the whole amount of absorbed energy is not transferred to the 
Ho3+ ions; some of the VO4

3− groups de-excite radiatively and produce the broad emission band. In the emission 
process from Ho3+ ions, first UV light is absorbed by a vanadate group and then the excited energy is transferred 
to the higher lying excited states of Ho3+ ions. Finally the emission from holmium ions occurs in the visible and 
NIR regions. The emission intensity of Ho3+ depends on the UV-absorption by the YVO4 host and the efficiency 
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of energy transfer from host to the Ho3+ ion. In the YVO4 host, the Y-bond has strong absorption of UV-light 
at the short wavelength whereas the V–O bond can absorb relatively longer wavelength of UV light. According 
to Goodenough et al.32 the super-exchange between cation-anion-cation is dependent on the angle in the chain 
paramagnetic ion - oxygen ion - paramagnetic ion. This interaction is strong for σ -bonding (angle ~180°) where 

Figure 1. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern of YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ powder prepared at 1073 K. (b) Standard JCPDS 
data (card No. 76-1649) of YVO4. (c) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy image. (d) Transmission 
electron microscopy image of as-synthesized YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ particles.

Figure 2. (a) Photoluminescence spectrum at room temperature under 266 nm laser light excitation. (b) 
Temperature dependent photoluminescence emission spectra; inset shows the intensity ratio of holmium to 
vanadate at different temperatures. (c) Schematic diagram of emission processes under 266 and 980 nm laser 
light excitations in YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ nanocrystals.
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the wavefunction overlaps and it is weak for π -bonding (angle ~90°). In the present case the V-O-Y angle is 170° 
(which is closer to the case of σ -bonding). Therefore, due to overlapping of V-O-Y wavefunctions it induces an 
efficient energy transfer from VO4

3− →  Ho3+ 32–34.
The temperature dependent photoluminescence spectra are shown in Fig. 2b. The luminescence due to vana-

date (VO4
3−) groups transitions is very strong at low temperatures. At low temperature the non-radiative relax-

ation from VO4
3− decreases. Also, it is seen from Fig. 2b that at low temperature the intensity of vanadate group 

transition is very high compared to Ho3+ emission. At low temperatures most of the excited vanadate groups 
relax radiatively to ground state and the energy transfer to Ho3+ is not efficient. The VO4

3− emission intensity is 
strongly dependent on the temperature due to the strong electron-phonon interaction (no shielding as compared 
to RE3+ ions). It is expected that Ho3+ emission should also be increased in intensity as temperature lowers but 
prominent enhancement in Ho3+ emission intensity is not observed19.

The UC emission spectrum of YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ (excited at 980 nm) at room temperature is shown in Fig. 3a. 
The UC emission is very intense in the red region followed by green emission. In addition, UC emission is also 
observed in blue and NIR regions but their intensity is rather weak, as shown in the inset of Fig. 3a. The UC emis-
sion bands are observed at 476, 543, 650 and 750 nm corresponding to 5F2, 3K8 →  5I8; 5F4, 5S2 →  5I8; 5F5 →  5I8 and 
5F4, 5S2 →  5I7 transitions of Ho3+ ion, respectively. The Yb3+ ions act as sensitizer for Ho3+ emission at 980 nm. 
In the UC emission, the logarithmic plot of emission intensity vs. power density of the different bands, indicates 
the number of absorbed photons in a particular UC transition35. The excitation mechanism could also be deter-
mined with the help of pump power dependent UC study. In YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+, the slope for the bands at 540 and 
650 nm were observed to be 1.99 and 1.74 (inset of Fig. 3b), respectively, which confirms the absorption of two 
incident photons for the green and red UC emission bands.

The whole UC process involved in the Ho3+-Yb3+ system is shown schematically in Fig. 2c. The 980 nm radia-
tion excites the Ho3+ and Yb3+ ions resonantly through ground state absorption (GSA) process. Since the absorp-
tion cross-section for Ho3+ ion is low, the GSA process is very weak for Ho3+. The Yb3+ ions have an absorption 
cross-section at 980 nm about 10 times higher than the Ho3+ ions. Moreover, the concentration of Yb3+ ions in the 
present material is nearly 15 times than that of the Ho3+ ions. Thus, most of the incident photons are absorbed by 
Yb3+ ions and transfer their energy to Ho3+ ions through energy transfer process. Different lower lying levels are 
populated via non-radiative relaxations from the upper lying levels as shown in Fig. 2c.

Time-resolved photoluminescence properties: rate equation model, energy transfer and  
transients. The whole luminescence process upon 266 nm excitation has been simplified and the partial 
energy levels of Ho3+ and transitions are schematically shown in Fig. 4a. Here Ni represents the population of 
the energy levels and k represents the rate of energy migration from vanadate to 5F4/5S2 level of Ho3+ ion. β 3 is 
the radiative decay rate of the vanadate emitting level. β 2 and w21 are the radiative and non-radiative decay rates 
respectively of the 5F4/5S2 →  5I8 transition. β 1 is the radiation decay rate of the 5F5 →  5I8 transition.

The rate equations for the excited state populations are:

Figure 3. (a) Upconversion emission under 980 nm diode laser excitation. (b) Pump power dependent 
emission spectra; inset shows the ln(I)-ln(P) plots to calculate number of absorbed photons.
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Direct excitation of the Ho3+ ions by 266 nm radiation has been neglected here.
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Figure 4. (a) A model representing energy transfer from host to holmium ion. (b) Fittings of the experimental 
data according to equation (7) for 543 nm emission (5F4/5S2 →  5I8) at 12 K and 300 K. (c) Decay times at 300 K 
and 12 K for vanadate emitting level. (d) Rise and decay times of 543 nm and 650 nm emitting levels of Ho3+ in 
YVO4.
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Therefore, the fluorescence intensity corresponding to decay rates β 3, β 2 and β 1 are given by
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The first term in equation (7) represents the decay of the emitter level while the second term represents the 
increase in population of the emitter levels (5F4/5S2). The rise time and decay time are the reciprocal of the corre-
sponding exponent values of the exponential terms. A similar solution was obtained in Ref. 36. The Ho3+ emis-
sion thus show an initial rise with a subsequent decay. The fittings of the transients according to equation (7) 
for the 543 nm emission band (5F4/5S2 →  5I8) at room temperature and 12 K are shown in Fig. 4b. The rise times 
at 300 K and 12 K were measured as 0.157 μ s and 0.514 μ s respectively while the decay times were 1.278 μ s and 
2.521 μ s, respectively. The decay curve fittings with decay times for VO4

3− emitting level at two extreme tempera-
tures are shown in Fig. 4c. The fittings of the red emission transient [equation (8)] at 650 nm (5F5 →  5I8) along with 
543 nm band at room temperature are shown in Fig. 4d.

The streak camera images taken at 300 K and 12 K are shown in Fig. 5a,b. The luminescence transients for 
Ho3+ emission at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 5c. These curves indicate that the decay time as well as 
rise time increases as the temperature decreases. Shortly after the laser pulse the transients of both the emitting 
levels of Ho3+ are disturbed by the decay component of the vanadate luminescence. As the Ho3+ ions are excited 
via energy transfer from vanadate groups, the rise time indicates the upper limit for energy transfer to holmium. 
This value presents the upper limit only, because the 5F4/5S2 level of Ho3+ are not populated directly but through 
a relaxation process involving several higher levels of holmium. Taking the time necessary for relaxation to the 
5F4/5S2 level into account, we can say that the energy transfer to holmium is even faster than 157 ns. The energy 
transfer between different vanadate groups is a thermally excited process and it occurs at a sufficiently high rate 
between neighbors. The radiationless processes become dominant with increasing temperature of the material 
and as a result the intensity of vanadate emission as well as lifetime of VO4

3− groups decreases. Although, all 
the Ho3+ ions are excited via VO4

3− energy transfer, the luminescence intensity of holmium is also affected. The 
intensity of holmium emission increases with increasing the sample temperature. We therefore conclude that the 

Figure 5. Streak camera images at (a) 300 K (b) 12 K (c) Transients of 543 nm emission (5F4/5S2 →  5I8) at 
different temperatures.
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probability of energy transfer from vanadate to holmium becomes slow at low temperature though the energy 
transfer is faster than the radiationless processes.

Figure 4b shows the single exponent fitting of emission from 5F4/5S2 level at two different temperatures. The 
decay time is found to increase from 1.278 μ s to 2.521 μ s as the temperature is lowered from RT (300 K) to 12 K. 
It is assumed that 266 nm excite the vanadate groups from their ground state and there is some chances of radi-
ative energy transfer to the Ho3+ ions. Figure 2c indicates concurrent feeding of the 5F4/5S2 level by upper lying 
levels, which is observed as a part of rise time in the transients. The energy transfer time from vanadate to 543 nm 
emitting level is maximum of 514 ns at 12 K. The maximum energy transfer time from vanadate to holmium 
becomes faster with increasing temperature and decreases from 514 ns to 127 ns. Decay times of both the VO4

3− 
and 543 nm emitting levels are also found to decrease with increasing sample temperature. Moreover, the tem-
perature dependent decay time variation of the VO4

3− emitting level and rise time of 543 nm emitting level has 
similar trend which again reflects the energy transfer from vanadate group to holmium ion. The decay time of 
VO4

3− emitting level and rise time of 543 nm emitting level both show temperature sensitivity from 150 K to 
300 K and below 150 K it becomes nearly invariable with temperature. However the decay time of 5F4/5S2 level also 
shows temperature dependent behavior, and decay time becomes nearly double at 12 K compared to that at 300 K 
and varies from 2.521 μ s to 1.278 μ s as the temperature increases from 12 K to 300 K. The decay curve of vanadate 
emission shows two components- short and long decay. The long decay component of decay time is consistent 
with previous reports in this material37. The long and short components of vanadate groups may be because of 
complex nature of excited state of vanadate group38. The origin of short decay time is not clear and possible rea-
sons may include rapid quenching of the VO4

3− groups at particle surface, singulet emission of VO4
3− groups and 

multi-photonic process under UV-excitation39.
At steady-state excitation, the ratio of the emission intensities of Ho3+-luminescence to VO4

3− emission is 
given by40:

φ
β

=
I
I

kC
(9)
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where, φ Ho is the quantum efficiency of the Ho3+ emission (5F4/5S2 →  5I8), CHo (= 2.48 ×  1020/cm3 in present case) 
is the concentration of Ho3+-ions.

The above eq. can be written as40
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where, RHo is the trapping radius (the critical interaction distance) of Ho3+ ions and D0 is the co-efficient of excita-
tion diffusion at T =  0 K.

The intensity ratio of vanadate to holmium emission is shown in inset of Fig. 2b. The figure shows that the 
intensity ratio is nearly constant below ~50 K and at higher temperatures it increases exponentially. This can be 
understood from equation (10) which predicts that the intensity ratio should decrease exponentially with lower-
ing the temperature. The experimentally obtained result is consistent with equation (10) from room temperature 
(300 K) to ~50 K. But at low temperature (below ~50 K) the intensity ratio is constant which is due to the presence 
of long-range resonance energy transfer from excitons to Ho3+ which has not been accounted for in Fig. 4a.

The rise and decay times for the red emitting level (5F5) were measured as 0.913 μ s and 1.421 μ s, respectively. 
The higher rise time of 5F5 compared to 5F4/5S2 is attributed to the contribution of energy transfer from the upper 
lying levels 5F4/5S2. However, as there is already a feeding exists to the 5F5 level from 5F4/5S2 level, the decay time 
of this level may have shorter value than 1.421 μ s. The evolution of the decay time of the VO4

3− emission band 
with temperature are shown in Fig. 6a. According to Fig. 4a, the luminescence of the host can be expressed as37

τ τ= +− −
−∆

T ke( ) (0) (11)decay rinsic

E
k T1

int
1

B

where, τ decay is the observed decay time at different temperatures; τ intrinsic is the intrinsic decay time of the level, 
k is the energy migration rate, Δ E is the energy barrier (activation energy). From the fitting of experimental 
data, the activation energy for migration is obtained as 1146 cm−1, the intrinsic decay time of the fluorescence 
level is 3.267 μ s and the migration rate is 2.84 ×  105 s−1. However, previously the migration rate and activation 
energy in pure YVO4 was reported as 625.5 cm−1 and 5.0 ×  105 s−1, respectively37. Equation (11) can be used to 
explain the lifetime data shown in Fig. 6a. The lifetime data exhibit a constant value within 12 K to ~150 K and 
from 150 K to 300 K, it decreases continuously. The radiation-less quenching of the vanadate emission can be 
introduced to explain the observation above 150 K. The diffusion co-efficient D for exciton migration is deter-
mined from equation (9). Assuming the standard value of trapping distance (3.15 Å) between Ho3+ and nearest 
VO4

3− group for energy migration, the intrinsic decay time (= 3.267 μ s), migration rate k (= 2.84 ×  105 s−1), the 
diffusion co-efficient is calculated as D =  2.85 ×  10−9 cm2/s. The expressions for diffusion length and hopping 
time for energy migration are given by40: L2 =  2Dτ intrinsic (0) and tH =  α 2/6D, where, α  is VO4

3−- VO4
3− separation 

(4.75 Å) in YVO4. Using the value of D, calculated above, the above equations give the value of L =  1.4 ×  10−7 cm 
and tH =  1.32 ×  10−7 s. The value of tH corresponds to the energy migration rate between two vanadate groups. 
Now, the number of steps in the vanadate’s random walk before transferring to the Ho3+ ion can be calculated as 
n =  τ intrinsic (0)/tH =  25 (approx.). Therefore, energy migration to holmium ions from vanadate groups takes place 
after 25 steps of vanadates own energy transfer and the energy migration process is dependent on temperature 
of the material.
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Temperature sensing. The luminescence based temperature sensing method uses the 
temperature-dependent luminescence properties of the material. It can overcome some limitations (e.g. haz-
ardous environment, strong electromagnetic noise, etc.), which are not possible by traditional thermometers. 
Temperature dependent decay time of 5F4/5S2 level was fitted according to41

τ = + −∆ −W W E k T[ (0)exp( / )] (12)decay r nr B
1

The temperature dependent rise time were also fitted to a similar type of Arrhenius equation as used in ref. 31.
The decay time of vanadate emission level (Fig. 6a) and rise time of 5F4/5S2 emission level (Fig. 6b) are nearly 

constant below T <  150 K. Their dependence on temperature is exhibited within 300 ≥  T ≥  150 K. Therefore, the 
rise time of 5F4/5S2 emitting level and decay time of the vanadate level could be used in temperature sensing 
in the range of 150 to 300 K. The decay time of the 5F4 emitting level shows strong temperature dependence 
(Fig. 6c) in the whole range of temperature (12 to 300 K). This characteristic can also be utilized for temper-
ature sensing in wider range. The variation of decay time with temperature can be defined according to,  
τ −1 =  0.4 +  1.6 * exp(− 449/T).

Furthermore, we have tried to compare the decay time based temperature sensing with the FIR based 
temperature sensing. The temperature dependence emission spectra of 541 and 551 nm bands under 266 nm 
UV-excitation are shown in Fig. 7a. The figure clearly shows that the relative variation of these two bands is 
dependent on temperature. The emission intensity of 541 nm band increases with increasing temperature while 
the intensity of 551 nm band decreases with increasing temperature. In FIR based temperature sensing the emis-
sion from two closely spaced levels 5F4 and 5S2 have been used. As the temperature increases the population of 
the 5F4 level (541 nm emitting band) increases and the fluorescence from this level increases gradually. The FIR 
technique uses the intensity ratio of two separate fluorescence wavelengths emitted from two closely spaced ther-
mally coupled levels24–28,42–44.

In this case,

= =
−∆

FIR I
I

Be
(13)

E
k T541

551
B

where, B is dependent on the spontaneous emission rate, frequency of emitted radiation and degeneracy of the 
two emitting levels24,25. The FIR involves various material-specific constants and is independent of the source 

Figure 6. (a) Temperature dependence of the vanadate decay time; Temperature dependence of (b) Rise time 
(c) Decay time of 543 nm emitting level (5F4/5S2). Calculated approximation of relative sensor sensitivity using 
(d) Decay time of vanadate emission (e) Rise time of 5F4/5S2 level (f) Decay time of 5F4/5S2 level in YVO4: Ho3+/
Yb3+.
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intensity. It depends on temperature and increases with increasing temperature. The formula given above can 
be used to fit the experimental data (Fig. 7b) directly and the temperature dependent FIR can be used to cali-
brate the measurements. According to equation (13), the values of the parameters B and Δ E, are found to be 
B =  0.48 ±  0.01 and Δ E =  96.43 ±  3.93 cm−1 for this system. The FIR is seen to increase with temperature.

The sensor sensitivity is an important parameter and is defined as the change in signal with temperature. The 
relative sensitivity, Sr is defined as45

=
∂
∂
×S

Q
Q
T

1 100%
(14)r

where, Q is either decay time, rise time or FIR.
The relative sensitivity of temporal thermometry is calculated and presented in Fig. 6(d–f). The maximal val-

ues of relative sensitivity using the rise time and decay time of 5F4/5S2 are 1.35 and 0.33% K−1 respectively at 300 K 
while based on decay time of vanadate emitting level, the maximum sensitivity is 1.22% K−1 at 300 K. According 
to FIR technique, the value of relative sensitivity has a maximum of 22.2% K−1 at 12 K and decreases with increas-
ing temperature to 0.2% K−1 at 300 K. (Fig. 7b). A similar nature of temperature sensing was achieved within 150 
to 300 K using Y2O3:Er3+/Yb3+ particles by Lojpur et al.45. Thus the temperature sensor developed in the present 
work has the highest thermal sensitivity compared to other materials9,18,24,26–31,41–45. If we compare the results of 
decay time, rise time and FIR studies of the present material then two different types of behavior of sensitivity is 
observed. In decay time and rise time studies the sensitivity is found to increase with temperature while in case 
of FIR studies sensitivity decreases rapidly with temperature. Therefore, the FIR method as well as temporal 
methods for optical thermometry using YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ nanocrystals could be used upon their suitable range 
of sensitivity though both the methods have competitive advantages to each other.

Conclusions
In conclusion, different optical functions are observed with Ho3+/Yb3+ doping in zircon-type structure of YVO4. 
In DC, the YVO4: Ho3+/Yb3+ nanocrystals exhibit characteristic sharp emissions in the green region along with 
broad emission from the vanadate groups centered at ~480 nm. The intensity of vanadate emission is much 
weaker at room temperature and increases profoundly with decreasing temperature. At the same time, the hol-
mium emission does not show increase in intensity at low temperature indicating the dependence of energy 
transfer to the holmium ions on thermalization and non-radiative pathways of the system. The Ho3+/Yb3+ doped 
YVO4 particles emit strong visible light with both DC and UC processes and therefore, could be used to convert 
the UV as well as NIR into visible light as a dual mode nanoparticle phosphor. The maximum time for energy 
transfer to the holmium ions from the host is measured as 157 ns at RT and it becomes slow (514 ns) at 12 K. There 
are several energy transfer steps within the VO4

3− groups before, transferring it to the holmium ion. The tem-
perature sensor behavior of the material has been predicted within 12 K to 300 K using FIR method, decay time 
method and rise time method. The FIR method and temporal method both have different sensitivity range and 
thus suitable for optical thermometry. The maximum sensitivity using FIR, decay time of the vanadate emitting 

Figure 7. (a) Temperature dependent emission spectra of 5F4 and 5S2 emission bands. (b) Temperature 
dependent fluorescence intensity ratio and calculated relative sensor sensitivity.
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level, decay time of the 5F4/5S2 level of Ho3+ and rise time of the 5F4/5S2 levels of Ho3+, are 22.2% K−1 at 12 K, 1.22% 
K−1 at 300 K, 0.33% K−1 at 300 K and 1.35% K−1 at 300 K, respectively.

Methods
Ho3+ and Yb3+ doped YVO4 was prepared through a hydrothermal route. The concentrations of Ho3+ and Yb3+ 
were chosen such that the maximum upconversion emission intensity under 980 nm excitation is observed. Some 
previous reports show that the optimized concentrations for Ho3+ and Yb3+ are about 0.2 and 3.0 mol%, respec-
tively in several hosts16,17 for UC emission. The starting materials viz. V2O5, Y2O3, Ho2O3, and Yb2O3 were taken 
with 99.99% purity and their nitrates were prepared by dissolving these oxides in concentrated nitric acid. All 
these nitrates were mixed in a beaker with double amount of distilled water and placed on a magnetic stirrer at 
80 °C for 3 h. Ethylene glycol (EG) was used as chelating agent for metal ions, keeping the molar ratio of metal 
ions to EG at 1:2. Ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) was mixed drop wise under vigorous stirring and the pH 
value of the obtained solution was kept at 8.0. Then the solution of these reagents was stirred on a magnetic stirrer 
at 80 °C. The resulting solution was then transferred to an autoclave for hydrothermal treatment at 200 °C for 24 h. 
After treatment, the solution was cooled down to room temperature and the precipitate was collected by centrif-
ugation. The as-synthesized powder was annealed at 800 °C for 3h in air.

The phase structure of the powder was characterized via X-ray diffraction pattern carried out on a Bruker-D8 
Advanced X-ray diffractometer using Cu-Kα (1.5405 Å) radiation source over an angular range 10° ≤  2θ ≤  80°. 
Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) images were taken using a ZEISS SUPPRA 55. 
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) of the prepared sample was studied using Hitachi (H-7500) 120 kV 
model equipped with CCD Camera. The upconversion emission spectra were recorded using 980 nm diode 
laser excitation on an SP2300 grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, USA). The temperature dependent 
downconversion emissions from 12 K to 300 K were measured on SPEX 1000M spectrometer under excitation 
of 266 nm ultra-violet (UV) light. The sample chamber was cooled down using a He-closed-cycle refrigerator at 
a pressure of 10−6 mbar. The lifetime measurements were carried out under excitation with 266 nm light emitted 
from a Ti-sapphire laser, Mira 900-F (Coherent) pumped by 532 nm laser (Verdi 10) with fluorescence set up 
consisting of a streak camera (Hamamatsu C10910), water-cooled CCD (Hamamatsu Orca R2), a synchronous 
delay generator (Hamamatsu C10647-01), a delay unit (Hamamatsu C1097-05) in combination with pulse picker 
was used to produce laser ‘pulses’.
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